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They are called "The Queens OF Cumbia" by their fans. (Las Reinas De La Cumbia). Musical mix of

Regional Mexican/Tejano/Pop/Urban 14 MP3 Songs LATIN: Latin Pop, LATIN: Tejano Details: TABU

Queens of Cumbia - Biography - The "Queens of Cumbia" or Las Reinas de la Cumbia is what TABU

fans affectionally call them. TABU are 4 Latin female beautys named Mari, Elsa, Yahaira, and Yaddira.

They are quickly becoming the next hot thing in the Latin market, and are earning immediate affection

from people of all ages. Their voices are powerful, soothing and with a touch of an angelic essence. On

March 29, 2005, Tabu won Univisions Award Premios A La Musica Latina for New Artist of the Year

(Revelacion del Ao). TABU has appeared on numerous National TV Shows such as: Despierta America,

Primer Impacto, Escandalo TV, BET Jazzs Viva America show, and Gordo Y La Flaca. Cumbia PaQue...

the first single off their debut cd entitled Tabu, remained #1 for 15 consecutive weeks in their native

hometown of San Antonio, TX and the song quickly caught the attention of the other radio stations

throughout Texas, California, Florida, New York, Arizona and many other major cities  states. Cumbia Pa

Que landed #1 on different charts in many parts of the U.S. Cumbia Pa Que... continues to be played

heavily on radio stations and officially entered Mexico  Puerto Ricos radio airwaves. Tabus focus is their

drive to share their love for Music with the world. The songs on their cd are rhythmic Cumbias with Pop

flavor, touching Ballads, and a bonus Duranguense. They are passionate about songwriting  singing, and

work endless hours on perfecting their art that includes their choreography. When on stage, audiences

are left intrigued and yearning for more of them. Their flamboyant wardrobe is a final touch to Tabus fresh

Latin image that makes them very unique. Their latest single Me Dice El Corazon has already landed #1

in their hometown and various major cities and has entered many charts throughout the U.S. Tabu kicked

off 2005 with a Coca Cola  Wal Mart tour, and a National Radio  Television promotional tour. They also
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landed a Univision Jingle in honor of their 50th Anniversary. Please visit JM3Records For more info.

please contact: Velia Gonzalez, office #210-675-4246
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